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Stuck in Third on The Ice Age Trail 
By Tim Stieber 

Iceage is one of those special races that has a way of pulling you back.  I have run the race three times 
over 36 years.  The race is scenic, challenging, and always draws serious competition.  Ice Age 1985 was 
my first ultra and it was a great introduction to the ultra running community.  I came back in 1990 loaded 
for bear and ran hard in the Survival Contest – and survived.  Then 31 years later I ran in the 2021 fall 
race 5 ½ years after deciding to run Ice Age one more time in 2016 – the effort getting to the starting 
line for my last Ice Age in 2021 far exceeded the effort expended to run the race!   

I was fortunate to  place 3rd overall male each of my three Ice Age 50 milers.   Those races and my Iceage 
finishes are suitable bookends to my trail ultra racing and adventure running experience.   I started as a 
22 year old energetic upstart and finished as a seasoned 59 year old veteran with almost 100,000 lifetime 
miles logged in my first 40 years of running.  I will continue to run trails and race on roads but racing 
on single track trails starts to get riskier as we age and I’d rather slow down, enjoy the view and the 
experience going forward. 

Ice Age Trail 1985 – My First Ultra 

I began running seriously (i.e. logging miles) in 1982 as part of my triathlon training.  As a UW Madison 
student I was in a vibrant running community that provided many training venues and competition.  I 
ran my first marathon April 27th, 1985, a hilly SOB in Glen Haven, WI called the Bald Eagle Marathon 
billed as the hardest marathon in the Midwest.  A running friend, Dave Barkalow, signed me up the week 
before the race and I traveled to the race with him, Rich Christopherson, and Scott Metcalfe – all 
experienced Madison area marathoners.  Not wanting to embarrass myself I ran hard and ended up 
winning in 2:49!  That evening at our weekly Hash House Harriers fun run and party - Scott talked me 
into running Ice Age Trail.  Scott was training for Western States 100 miler and claimed the Ice Age 50 
would be a training run for him! I was giddy from winning the marathon and had consumed just the 
right amount of beer - so I committed to running Ice Age on the spot. 

I look back on my training and preparation for Ice Age 1985 from today’s perspective with humor and 
amazement.  I only had three weeks to train but I figured that I only had one week to train for my recent 
marathon and that turned out great.  My three week plan was – 1 week recovery from the marathon (65 
total miles) – one killer hard week in which I ran 3 x 22 milers and one day of hill repeats on a ski hill (95 
total miles) -  then one week taper (45 total miles).  My resources for developing a training plan back 
then were thin – I didn’t have a coach, I didn’t own bookshelves of training books, I didn’t know Ultra 
Running Magazine existed, and the current standby – the internet – was not in wide use.  In addition to 
my scientifically designed training program I also completed a three day carbohydrate depletion during 
the end of the hard week which was a popular practice back then.  That was harder than the training. 

Shoe selection was easy since I didn’t have the funds to buy more shoes – I’d use my lucky New Balance 
road racing flats.  I used duck tape to convert a bicycle water bottle to a trail water conveyance system 
and sewed a pocket into my racing shorts for carbohydrate storage.  I was geared up and ready to go.   
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Youth and poverty has a way of paring down investments on new gear.  Some might claim I 
overcompensated for those early years later in life. 

The night before the 1985 race I drove to my brother and sister in-laws (Jon and Brenda Stieber) place 
in Oconomowoc WI and he assured me that he’d get me to the start by 6 AM and check on me a few 
times during the day.  As it turned out, Jon and Brenda turned out to be a championship crew that 
supported me for five ultras and a marathon.  Those events were more memorable and successful due 
to their participation.  Oh – they had their quirks – Jon would know what to say at an aid station to get 
into my head – older brothers can do that.  Brenda would always try to push the M&M’s the night 
before.  I fell for it in 1985 and couldn’t sleep and didn’t fall for it after that – but they were always 
offered. 

Race Day May 18, 1985 Kettle Moraine State Forest 

The race started out on County Road H with a shotgun blast and everyone charged down the road for 
about a ½ mile before cutting onto the trail.  The 1990 race was the same.  Some runners were running 
sub 6 minute pace to position themselves for the trail running. 

 

I was warned by Scott Metcalfe and Dave Barkalow to not take off with the leaders and conserve energy 
for after 30 miles when it would get tough. I accomplished this by running with others – actually carrying 
on a conversation!!!   Something I never did in a road race.  The day was in the mid 60’s and I drank and 
refilled that 24 oz hand-bottle 6-7 times during the day – sometimes with de-fizzed RC cola which 
became synonymous with “Runners Cola” after that day.  I switched to Exceed products then Hammer 
Nutrition in subsequent years but relied on Nilla Wafers, RC, and Jolly Rancher candies in 1985.  Pretty 
poor race day nutrition but Hammer Nutrition wasn’t even a company in 1985 and I needed cheap and 
available. 

Going easy in the first 10-15 miles left me in good condition to start speeding up later and I was in the 
top 10 at about the halfway point.  My crew was there with RC and Nilla Wafer re-fills and 
encouragement. The endless hills, rocks, and roots took their toll on my feet but I knew I would make it 
to the end so I started to push a bit and steadily passed runners all the way to the finish.   Dave Wrolstad 

Ice Age Trail 1990 

Shotgun Start on County Road H 
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led the entire race finishing in 6:51:12 with Harry Sloan coming in 10 minutes later in 7:01:10 taking 
second.  I arrived at 7:10:10 for third place and was happy with that.  I passed Canadian Norm Patenaude 
a few miles before and Norm had a nasty head wound from a collision with another runner.  Norm came 
fourth in 7:11:07.  My friend Dave Barkalow came in with a 7:38:15 and Scott Metcalfe in 8:32:06.  We all 
convened at Lauderdale Lakes Resort that evening for food, beer, and the awards presentation.  Over 
300 runners and family attended the post-race event.  I was hooked on Ultras and went on to run two 
more that year. 

 

Lessons Learned from 1985 Race 

1. Ultra people are more friendly then the road race crowd.  This includes runners, crews, and aid 
station volunteers.  Experienced runners freely shared training methods, gear, beer, etc.. I began 
to network with other ultra runners from that day forward. 

2. I needed way longer than three weeks to prepare for this race.  More time training on trails and 
hills and longer runs of at least 30 miles are needed to run well at Ice Age.  From that race 
forward I began putting in the time and training suited to race as I had planned. 

3. More attention to race nutrition and gear was needed to run a steady pace on rough terrain. 

My First Ultra  

Ice Age Trail 50, 1985 
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Ice Age Trail 1990 – The Survival Contest 

I moved from Wisconsin in 1986 to live in Oregon but returned in January 1990 to complete some 
graduate work and defend my thesis.  I signed up to run Ice Age that spring as the training was a good 
balance for my academic work.  I studied, taught a class, and trained hard for five months leading up to 
the race.  I had gained more experience with ultra distance running, hydration, nutrition, pacing, shoe 
selection, and so forth and by race day I was prepared. 

Race Day May 19, 1990  Kettle Moraine State Forest 

The Ice Age Trail 50 increased in popularity from the first race in 1982 through the 80’s and it became 
necessary to limit entries to 350 runners.  Some years there were over 150 additional applicants.  Runners 
were also getting faster with Andy Jones breaking 6 hours in 1988 and the top 10 finishers in 1989 
breaking 7:00 hours.  The 1989 race had some big names that were showing up at races all over: Purcell, 
Setnes, Pirrung, Bunk, Lahoud, Grum.   I trained to run sub 7:00 hours which would require a 10 minute 
PR from my 1985 effort. 

 

Joking around with the race mascot pre-
race.  Runners were about to get a taste 

of what the real Ice Age was like. 

Running conservatively early in the 
1985 race with Rob Peitzman from 
Minnesota. 
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After the shotgun start and charge down County Road H, I settled in and ran smoothly.  I didn’t know 
the bottom was going to drop out of the weather which happened quickly around 8:30 AM.  I can still 
remember hearing the storm first – like a roar then feeling whoosh of cold wind and a solid downpour 
that varied slightly but kept up until 4 PM.  It is hard to convey to today’s audience that most runners 
didn’t know this weather event was coming.   We saw that there was modest chance of rain in the prior 
days forecast with weather in the 50’s – perfect running weather.  Everyone ran in the rain from time to 
time and the protection of the forest would help – we thought.  Meteorology wasn’t as accurate at 
predicting weather as it is today and we didn’t have smart phones with weather apps that allow 
monitoring changing conditions. This is my excuse for not having my Gortex jacket and pants, and extra 
gloves in my crew bag. 

Researching news articles from 1990 revealed several surprise spring storms that year including a May 
3rd snow storm that hit southern Wisconsin two weeks earlier.  Even the meteorologists did not see that 
one coming.  "It kinda snuck up on us," National Weather Service meteorologist Brian Hahn told The 
Milwaukee Journal, about the storm that battered southeast Wisconsin May third, 1990.  The May 19th 
storm did the same thing to 348 Ice Age Trail runners. 

The story of the 1990 race was about coping with what nature threw at us. Sheets of rain turned trail 
conditions to mud and running water very quickly.  The rate of rainfall was intense and many trail 
sections had standing water on them and hill sections turned to waterfalls.  The air temperature was 42 
degrees but due to the high winds (25-30mph) the wind chill was 20 degrees.  At one point I descended 
a ridge and found that the trail disappeared into a murky pond covering the whole draw about 75 feet 
wide.  My only real option was to aim at the trail coming out the other side - wade in and forge on.  The 
rain came down so hard for the first hour that I had water in both ears from 10 AM until later that night. 

Trees were blowing over and limbs were flying which added a few hurdles to the trail.  In a July-August 
Ultrarunning article covering the 1990 Ice Age Trail 50 event, Race Director Don Ayer commented that 
“until 1990 the toughest Ice Age had been the “86 Mud Bowl” but the 1990 Ice Age made the Mud Bowl 
look like a day in the park.” The runner drop out rate in 1990 race was 40% and only 23% in 1986. 

I was slowed some by trail conditions and I kept dropping my water bottle due to numb hands so I left 
it lay after the third drop.  I was catching a runner every so often which should have been encouraging 
- but these runners looked like hell and I wondered how I looked?  I kept taking in as much liquid and 
calories as I could at aid stations figuring that the guy that took in the most calories would win this 
damn thing.  I caught Kevin Setnes at an aid station. Kevin had placed second the year before – he didn’t 
look good and he dropped out shortly afterwards.   Leader attrition and steady running put me in 3rd 
place coming into the last aid station with just over 2 miles to go but I was staggering a bit and kind of 
in a mental fog.  It was likely the onset of hypothermia. 

When I needed help the most my crew demonstrated true running crew innovation and initiative.  My 
brother heated up a hooded cotton sweat shirt using the car heater and had it ready.  He helped me 
shuck my soaked top garments and slide on warm cottony goodness.  I cruised in to finish 3rd in 7:08:09 
and was thankful to have survived.  The biggest reward was getting into a warm car knowing I finished 
well – then later – OMG - a hot shower.  Only the smell of home cooking got me out of that shower. 
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I trained to break 7:00 hours and believe I would have under better conditions – but those conditions 
affected everyone.  John Lahoud won in 6:54:12 and Tom Bunk placed second in 6:57:21 so only two 
runners broke 7:00 hours in the 1990 race compared to 10 in 1989. The runner drop out rate set a record 
of 40% which was double the previous six year race average.  This remained the highest DNF rate for 
Ice Age Trail 50 for 38 years. 

 

Coming in Cold in Ice Age Trail Survival Contest, 1990.  Race conditions took their toll.  Note the 
ambulance in background parked in a puddle of cold Kettle Moraine runoff. 

 

Lessons Learned from 1990 Race 

1. Five months of training the body can be derailed by failing to plan for sudden changes of 
conditions.  Decent rain pants and top – donned early – would have made a big difference. 

2. Train for bad weather.  Bad weather happens and runners often avoid it during training by 
delaying long runs.  The 1990 Ice Age race taught me to train in cold, rain, wind, heat, horseflies 
– or whatever to test gear and prepare mentally for these conditions.  This concept has led to 
some memorable training runs over the years that often times ended up being harder and more 
epic than the race! 

3. Crew support can make all the difference when shit hits the fan.  I recommend including at least 
one engineer and an accountant on your crew.  They’ll keep the numbers and times straight and 
invent something if necessary.  
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Ice Age Trail 2021 – Making it to the Starting Line is Half the Battle 

My 2021 Ice Age journey began in December 2015 when I was goal setting and decided another Ice 
Age 50 was in order and I successfully registered for the race.  The training process was filled with 
obstacles (injuries) and delays that kicked my goal down the road, around the corner, and over distant 
hills.  If I had known then I’d need to endure three surgeries, Covid lockdowns, and 3 race 
postponements before getting to run the race over 5 ½ years later I might have bagged it right then.  
But I didn’t so I leaned into addressing one challenge after the next – relentlessly preparing – and 
reaching for the starting line. 

One obstacle that popped up occurred after I’d been training for two months – I ran into something 
running hard in the dark which tore my right knee meniscus and required surgery.  That deferred my 
Ice Age race to 2017.  Deer hunting in the fall of 2016 led to another knee meniscus tear (left) which 
required surgery and made running Ice Age or anything else of significance almost impossible for 
awhile.  I had run about 85,000 total lifetime miles at that point and wanted to make it to 100,000. I 
worked on rehab and alternate training during 2016 and 2017 and resumed regular running during 
2018 – but no racing since my base was shot.   

I finally worked back up to road racing in the fall of 2019 and was in good condition entering 2020.   
Then Covid hit – everyone started working – or not working – from home and just about everything 
started to be canceled or postponed.  I saw that the May 2020 Ice Age was postponed to the fall of 2020 
and that opened up some slots for runners to apply which I did in April and was registered to run Ice 
Age September 26th, 2020.  Training began immediately. 

I crafted a 6 month program to get into top form.  I had not done much trail running since moving from 
Oregon eight years previously nor run ultra distance since the Fall 50 road race in 2015. My eye-brain-
foot coordination was geared to road running and my initial trail runs resulted in a lot of tripping.   It 
was like a 16 GB processor was needed for the job but I only had an 8 GB one installed.   Eyesight was 
also a factor.  To counter this I put in 20 to 30 miles of trails per week the summer of 2020 along with 
40 or so on the roads and my skill level slowly improved – but I got scraped up in falls more than a few 
times.  I had to really concentrate on the trail – forget about wildlife or scenery – any of that and I’d be 
on my ass.  What seemed so easy years before just wasn’t for a guy in his upper 50’s. 

In late summer the Sept. 26th race date was postponed to May 2021.  I had an ongoing neurological 
problem in my shoulder that had been bothering me since 2019 and I had scheduled surgery for post-
race 2020.  Now the race date was re-scheduled for May 2021 so I’d need to have the surgery, then  
rehab the shoulder and train over the winter to get ready.  The surgery went well but the recovery was 
slower than expected and having no shoulder strength slowed my running pace significantly.  Trail 
running and falling in general were forbidden for at least three months.  My first efforts running on trails 
post-surgery were downright scary.  Forget about speed, I was slow and uncoordinated for months. I 
do not recommend inserting a major surgery into the middle of training program when you’re pushing 
60. Swimming would have been great rehab but the pool was closed due to Covid.  I kept working and 
by spring of 2021 I was in shape to survive a slow 50 mile trail run.  But – then the race was postponed 
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again to September 11, 2021.  I decided if the race was postponed again I’d drive down there and run 
it by myself. 

Even though it seemed I had been training forever - it turned out that I benefited from the race 
postponements because I finally started putting in some decent runs during the summer of 2021.  I had 
Willow and Afton State Parks with plenty of hilly trails close to home and I used them often – even using 
a headlamp to allow for super early morning starts.  My shoulder healed after a summer of swimming 
in Lake St. Croix and I dialed in the proper nutrition, electrolytes, and gear to complete 30 and 40 mile 
runs on trails during the hot 2021 summer. 

Race Day September 11, 2021 Kettle Moraine State Forest 

Not trusting weather predictions to any one meteorologist – I had three weather station apps on my 
phone and checked them pre-race week like a teenage girl checking her Instagram.  I could see the race 
was going to be warm – maybe too warm for optimum running.  My goal all summer was to run under 
8:00 hours and place in the top 10 finishers– achievable except I am not a great warm weather runner. 

My race strategy was to run faster than average on the first 9 mile runnable section knowing I’d slow 
down when the temperature got up over 75 which I expected by late morning.  Even though my trail 
running form had improved in the months pre-race I still was cautious on the rough sections and 
downhills – i.e. slow as hell.  So – whenever there was a piece of trail that was runnable I planned to pick 
up the pace using my heart rate as a guide as I had in training.  I had my trusty crew – Jon and Brenda 
Stieber, niece Molly Stieber, and my wife Lori stocked with supplies and all accessible aid stations were 
programmed into the car and they had detailed instructions on clip boards. I had premixed all my liquids 
the night before and had them labeled and in a cooler on ice. I was ready for everything.  

The race itself was relatively uneventful.  By the end of the first loop I was running in fifth.  By about 25 
miles I was the second male by simply implementing my plan and grabbing bottles and drinking every 
drop between aid stations.  Two woman were running well ahead of me – a big change from 30 years 
previous which was good to see.  It was almost surreal to be running so high up in the ranking!  I wasn’t 
really pushing it since it was warm and I knew I’d self destruct in the heat if I ran hard – so I just took 
the technical stretches easy and ran anything I could a bit faster than average.  I had run so many hill 
repeats in training that running slow uphill was easy for the first 30 miles or so. 

When we arrive at the first Highway 12 crossing there was a wall of traffic necessitating a 30 second wait 
to get across!  This was definitely something new since I last ran Ice Age 30 years ago.  I was luckier on 
the second crossing – I saw a gap and didn’t even have to stop.  The back roads weren’t a problem and 
crossing those went smoothly all day.  After the second Highway 12 crossing I ran alone for the 
remainder of the race except for brief interactions with the leaders and one runner passing me. 
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At 30 and 40 miles my crew fill my vest with ice so I was like a human snow-cone flavored with 
Mountain Huckleberry Hammer Gel and Fizz Electrolyte and I just kept grinding on.  Some kind of fly 
or gnats took an interest in my special flavoring and kept me company for a few miles.  Two runners 
were only a minute or so behind me at Emma Carlin and I pushed to stay in second place.  Kyle Sevits 
caught me at about 45 miles and he floated down the next technical grade ahead of me!  I simply 
couldn’t match his ability going downhill.  I was fearful of taking a bad fall like I had a few times during 
training – especially when tiring after 40+ miles of running.  I stumbled a few times during the race 
but never fell and I am grateful for that.  A bit later Kevin Rook and another runner closed in but I was 
able to dig down into my reserves and pull away finishing about a minute and a half ahead of Kevin.   

I crossed the line in 8:24:14 as the third male and Masters Winner at age 59 and was ecstatic.  Two ladies 
took second and third overall which was awesome.  The official tally was 111 finishers out of 217 starters 
which equates to a 49% DNF statistic which is the new DNF record for the Ice Age Trail 50.   Previously 
the DNF record was the 1990 Survival Contest.  Having run both events I believe the 1990 event was 
tougher.  I simply adjusted to the conditions in 2021 and placed well even though I ran slower.  My 8:24 
time for 2021 would have netted a 30th place finish in the 1990 race – which I remember having rivers 
of cold water running down the trails, cold wind, and trees tipping over along the way!!! 

Leaderboard statistics for three Ice Age Trail 50 races 1985, 1990, and 2021. 
Race Year 1985 1990 2021 

Weather Normal (60’s) Cold, rain, wind Warm, 84 degrees at finish 
# Runners Started 180 348 217 

# Runners 
Finished 

148 
18% DNF 

209 
40% DNF 

111 
49% DNF 

Overall Finisher - - - - - - - - - -Top Five Race Finishers - - - - - - - - - 
1 Dave Wrolstad 

6:51:12 
John Lahoud 

6:54:12 
Sidney Noble (M) 

6:57:25 
2 Harry Sloan 

7:01:10 
Tom Bunk 

6:57:21 
Shea Aquilano (F) 

7:28:16 
3 Tim Stieber (Age 22) 

7:10:07 
Tim Stieber (Age 27) 

7:08:09 
Relena Del Toro Robbins (F) 

7:50:19 
4 Norm Patenude 

7:11:07 
Terry  Crompton 

7:12:44 
Kyle Sevits (M) 

8:12:56 
5 Roy Pirrung 

7:12:24 
Roy Pirrung 

7:21:06 
Tim Stieber (M) (Age 59) 

8:24:14 

Running hard on a runnable section of 
trail toward Rice Lake during Ice Age 

Trail 50 in 2021 
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Lessons Learned from 2021 Race 

I learned more from the training and preparation for the 2021 race than from the race itself.   

1. I learned that a goal achieved after 5 ½ years is even sweeter than the normal good feeling a 
runner receives from training then running a race well.  My experiences running my first two Ice 
Age races created the desire for a third.  I didn’t have that strong of an emotional connection 
with other races and I am glad I choose Ice Age to focus on due to the long time I needed to 
spend preparing.  

2. I worked to reduce sodium and sugar in my diet during the summer of 2021 and those 
refinements made it easier to run in the heat after about 3 weeks.  Hammer’s Liquid Endurance 
was also tried during summer training runs and before the race.  I fully endorse this product to 
enhance performance in warm conditions.     

3. I experimented with liquid intake volume needed to run well in various weather.  I have always 
consumed at minimum 12-16 fl oz liquid per hour – even in cool weather.  The need goes up 
dramatically when temps exceed 70 degrees to 24 to 30 fl oz..  I created a mix that provided 24 
fl oz of liquid and 150 calories per hour and that worked well on race day. 

4. I began using an infra-red sauna in the summer of 2021 and believe this practice helped with 
workout recovery and acclimation to heat.   

 

 

 

Coming in Hot 

Ice Age Trail 2021 


